This is AMA.

THE AMA story

Established in 2012, Architectural Metals Australia
(AMA), is expanding material design freedom across
Australia and New Zealand. AMA import Italian
sheet metal, designed specifically for architectural
applications.
AMA is the brainchild of Victorian based rainwater goods
manufacturer, Bayside Flashing & Ventilations Pty Ltd.
and sister company, Metal Cladding Systems Pty Ltd.
Towards the end of 2011, leadership teams from both
businesses began to pool their 30 plus years’ of experience.
They started researching what their local roofing and cladding
industry was lacking, to identify potential opportunities to
better contribute.
After analysing their own experiences, speaking with
peers, installers, builders and design professionals, they
discovered quality products were abundant, but material
diversity and reliable, onshore stock, was void.
Today AMA is a rapidly expanding distribution business.
AMA provides solutions for those who seek individuality.

why Mazzonetto and zintek®?
In 2011, AMA’s founding partners began researching
Australia’s metal cladding and roofing material market;
investigating if the shortcomings they had encountered
were anomalies, or if there was an opportunity to resolve these deficiencies and offer something greater.
A comprehensive understanding of the material
landscape, what was needed and what wasn’t
working, was gained by speaking with architects, builders, roofers, cladding manufacturers and installers.
Research revealed an industry flooded with identical
materials. Quality was abundant, variety was void.
Expert support, reliable lead times, and professional
partnerships were also lacking.
In addition to material diversity, premium product, supported by genuinely helpful experts, capable of delivery on their word, was also needed.

In 2012, AMA forged an official distribution partnership with Zintek®, an Italian based manufacturer of
titanium zinc. In 2014, an exclusive partnership was
established with Italian manufacturing giant, Mazzonetto Spa. This new relationship, expanded AMA’s
collection to include Vestis pre-painted aluminium.
AMA’s supply network was carefully selected and
qualified, ensuring each manufacturer matched, or
surpassed, technology expectations, product performance prerequisites, and aesthetic individuality. AMA
also looked to partner with businesses who believed
in creating unique materials, backed by superior levels
of service.
Trusted distribution alliances with Mazzonetto and
Zintek®, means reliable local stock management,
high calibre technical product understanding, continual material development and access to Italy’s finest
artistic metal coils.

Think AMA, Think ...
:: UNIQUE MATERIALS FOR SPECIALIST APPLICATIONS
:: EXCLUSIVE EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTION PARTNERSHIPS
:: TRUSTED SUPPLY NETWORK
:: DEDICATED ARCHITECTURAL TEAM, FOR PROJECT BASED MATERIAL SOLUTIONS
:: IN-HOUSE CLADDING AND ROOFING EXPERTS
:: DEDICATED PROMOTION OF AMA MATERIALS AND AMA CUSTOMERS
:: PERSONALISED SERVICE AND SUPPORT FOR ALIGNED STOCKISTS
:: ABILITY TO FOLD AND MANUFACTURE CLADDING AND ROOFING PANELS, IF REQUIRED
:: PRODUCT INDIVIDUALITY

The collection
AMA offers a metal collection intentionally
designed for European style cladding and
roofing profiles. Most commonly Vestis and
Zintek® are specified and folded into standing
seam, interlocking, nailstrip and flatlock
systems; as well as custom artistic features
and metal work projects.

Vestis Black Graphite

Vestis one
Vestis One, Mazzonetto’s K2 range of pre-painted
aluminium, offers three patina look finishes; Verde,
Copper and Grigio. Verde and Copper simulate a
natural copper aesthetic; capturing and mimicking
stages of the material’s aging process.
Vestis Grigio

In partnership with Mazzonetto, AMA designed
Vestis One’s fourth addition, Black Graphite. A
low-maintenance, robust alternative to black zinc,
and a spectacular pre-coated aluminium product in
its own right.
Vestis One’s 35 micron coil coating ensures UV
stability, and surface durability.
Coil width: 1200 mm
Thickness: 0.80 mm
Material hardness: H41 or H44
Coating: High durability polyester paint
Warranty: 40 years*

Vestis Verde

*Additional thicknesses (0.70 mm - 1.00 mm) and custom
colours available on request. Import lead times apply.
*All finishes available in stucco surface texture. Import lead
times apply.
*Warranty subject to project location and application.

Vestis Copper

vestis Nebula
Vestis Nebula is an exciting development in pre-painted polyester coatings and the newest addition to AMA’s
range. Nebula Storm, Nebula Midnight and Nebula Luna, posses 3D qualities, evoking spectacular material
depth and texture. Nebula is modern sophistication paired with unexplainable magic.
Coil width: 1200 mm
Thickness: 0.80 mm
Material hardness: H41 or H44
Coating: High durability polyester paint
Warranty: 40 years*

Nebula Midnight

Nebula Luna

*Additional thicknesses (0.70 mm 1.00 mm) and custom colours available on request. Import lead times
apply.
*All finishes available in stucco surface
texture. Import lead times apply.

Nebula Storm

Zintek® Zinc
Zintek® zinc was AMA’s first product. Its unique etched surface, set an
aesthetic and quality precedent for future material selection. Zinc offers an
incredible natural aesthetic. Zintek® easily folds into multiple cladding and
roofing profiles and becomes a project focal point on every installation.

Coil width: 1100 mm
Thickness: 0.80 mm
Material hardness: HV 45
*Additional thicknesses (0.60 mm - 1.00
mm) import lead times apply.
Zintek

Making availability work
There’s nothing worse than waiting for what you need.
That’s why AMA aims to deliver in-stock coils, next day for
Victorian metro customers, and between two and four days
for all other states and territories.
Strategic supply and freight partnerships enable AMA to
effectively manage stock levels, accomodating European
lead times, with no inconvenience to customers.
Collaborative relationships with Australian and New Zealand
stockists, means AMA can offer tailored service packages,
catering to each businesses individual needs.

AMA, expanding creative
material availability.

A solution for those seeking individuality.

Connected,
from concept
to completion
AMA looks at construction as a whole. Trusted relationships,
active industry networking and accurate project involvement,
are equally important as distributing quality architectural
products.
As a sister company to Bayside Flashing & Ventilations Pty
Ltd. and Metal Cladding Systems Pty Ltd., AMA is backed
by some of the roofing and cladding industries finest. With
more than 100 collective years experience, AMA’s service is
as unique as its product offering.
Specification, account management and marketing teams,
work directly with customers, architects, builders, developers,
installers and manufacturers, to ensure when individuality is
sought, AMA is there.
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